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Suspended editor considers legal action
DennisP..._
The suspension of New Mexico
Daily Lobo editor Marcy McKinley
by the UNM Student Publications
Board has prompted the possibility
of legal action, it was announced
· Monday by several of the concerned
parties.
McKinley has retained the counsel of Leonard DeLayo, Jr., and
Associates, a city law fmn, •'to represent her in all matters lllising out of
the recent actions of the publications
board,'' according to a letter sent to
UNM Attorney Peter Rask,
McKinley also demanded, in her
letter, that she be immediately reinstated as editor and that an impartial
publications board be empaneled to
hear any charges filed against her.
Her attorney silled that he would
withhold any a<:tion until I p.m. today. What action would be taken if
those demands were not met is not
explicitly stared in the letter.
In a relared developement, publications bolud chainnan Robert H.
Lawrence. who is also the Journalism department chainnan, said he
requesred Monday that Rask investigate the legality of the suspension.

Rask could not be reached Monday for comment.
Lawrence also said he has officially informed McKinley, by mail,
of her suspension, in accordance
with the rules governing the publica-

ROBERT LAWRENCE

tions board.
William Dixon, an attorney for
the city law fmn of Rodey, Dixon,
Sloan and Carr, said he would review the case on behalf of the board.
McKinley was suspended with
pay by a vote of 9-1 in a tumultuous
meeting Friday of the publications
board in Woodward Hall auditorium. The question of the board's
power to suspend an editor was
raised by several of its members before the vote to suspend was actually
taken.
One of the board's Graduate Student Association representatives,
Bill Littlefield, a first-year law student, said he believes the board has
the power to suspend an editor as a
derivative of its ultimate power to
fire any editor. He said that a fiveday period for a written reply to formal charges provided for in the
board's bylaws is to ensure a "cooling off" time.
But, Littlefield added that ''the
board needed to act quickly,'' in explanation of his vote.
The motion to suspend McKinley
was made by faculty representative
Debra Rosenthal. She worded the
motion to suspend such that the ac-

Bess Truman dies of coronary
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) Former first lady Bess Truman,
who her husband called "the most
beautiful 1 blue-eyed girl in Missouri,'' died in her sleep Monday of
heart failure.
Mrs. Truman, the nation's oldest
former first lady~ at the same hospital where her husband, President
Harry S. Truman, died a decade
ago. She was 97.
Mrs. Truman, who the 33rd president of the United States always calJed "The Boss,'' had Jived longer
than any previous fonner first lady.
Her death left the nation with five
living White House wives - Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Lady
Bird Johnson, Pat Nixon, Betty Ford
and Rosalynn Carter.
No family members were at the
Research Hospital and Medical Center emergency room when she was
pronounced dead on arrival at 4:38
a.m. COT, but the Trutnans' family
doctor, Wallace Graham, was with
her when she died.

Graham said Mrs. Truman, who
was hospitalized for 22 days on
Sept. 2 with a bleeding ulcer, had
been battling pulmonary congestion
since that hospitalization and had
been in a coma-like state since
Friday.

Mrs. Truman was returned to the
hospital on Aug. 1, 1982, for a
weakened pulse rate that later was
attributed to some medication she
had been taking for her heart. She
spent only a week in the hospital
before returning home.

"She was not in good condition
when she left the hospital (Sept.
24)," he said. "Basically she was
tenninal ever since she left the hospital."
Graham said Mrs. Truman was.
allowed to return home because
"nothing could have been done to
her kindly and there's no use persecuting the body, no use in injuring a
person trying to save that last breath
when you know it is terminal."
She had suffered many close calls
in recent years. On May 6, 1981, a
faJI from bed broke her hip. Months
after her recovery 1 she suffered a
mild stroke on Sept. 26 that kept her
hospitalized for almost two weeks.
She suffered no paralysis.

Less than four weeks later,
however, she again was rushed to
the hospital in a weakened condition
from her bleeding ulcer. Despite the
seriousness of the problem, she was
returned home on Sept. 24.
Funeral arrangements were awaiting the arrival of Mrs. Truman's
daughter, Margaret Truman Daniel,
from London. But it was known she
wiJJ be buried beside her husband at
the Harry S. Truman Library, located on a grassy hilltop near their
white-framed Independence, Mo.,
home.

tion of the board was not to be construed as an indication of guilt.
The motion to suspend McKinley
was mled out of order by Lawrence,
but his decision was overturned 9-2
on appeal by Littlefield.
Bill Cappuccino, the other GSA
representative to the board, was the
only board member who did not vote
in favor of suspension. Cappuccino,
the board's only black member, said
the question of whether McKinley
was being accorded due process
under the Jaw was the reason he
voted against the majority.
The board chairman is not
allowed to vote officially under the
rules of parliamentary proceedure,
but Lawrence asked the secretary to
record his objection. The chairman

is allowed to vote only in case of a tie
vote and when the chair's rulings are
appealled.
In· another related developement,
at least one board member has stated
he is reconsidering his position regarding the board's power to suspend an editor. There is no provision
in the board's bylaws for suspension.
ASUNM representative Mark Edwards said that his vote to suspend
McKinley does not indicate how he
will vote during formal proceedings.
"I don't necessarily mean she is
guilty of mismanagement by my
vote to suspend," he said.
Edwards volunteered his statement. Other members could not be
reached for comment.

UNM's science programs
earning respect of others'
Kent Kullby
UNM is getting the reputation as
one of the up and coming schools in
graduate programs of the sciences
from faculty members of other institutions of higher education across
the country.
The Chronicle of Higher Educa-

reported in its September issue
that UNM is improving in the field
of physics, chemistry, statistics,
math and geosciences. The magazine published the results of a survey
by the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils.
In physics the survey rated UNM
as the third most improved school
nationally. Of the six sciences studied, UNM ranked highest in statistics, placing 33rd in the nation.
"We're ranking higher than ever
before," Dean of Graduate Studies
Charlene McDermott said.
tio1l

The Graduate Studies office is
working to set in motion continual
program reviews. "We hope toreview each graduate program every
five or six years," McDcnnott said.
During the reviews, faculty and
staff collect data about the courses
offered, the success of the graduates

in the program and the resource
material available. "We do more
than just the formulation of data.
We'll get into studying the problem
areas of the program and what new
directions it is going in,'' said Assistant Dean of Graduate Studies Ed De
Santis.
After the study is completed
McDerntott and De Santis will invite
noted faculty members from other
schools to visit and review the programs. "We want to get the best
names in the field to visit, even if we
have to fly them out here from Boston or Seattle," McDennott said.
The reviews are costly and done
on a shoe-string budget of $4,000
yearly, but are very important,
McDermott said. "We have to get
outside opinions. Otherwise we're
operating in a vacuum," she said.
This spring the departments of
Geology, Communicative Disorders
and Modern and Classical Languages will be reviewed by faculty
from other universities and colleges.
McDermott said she is looking
forward to seeing the next survey
results, which will cover the Humanities and Arts. Those results wi11 be
also published in The Chronicle of
Higher Education.

Latin American Studies
beginning recruitment
Robert Sanchez
The Latin American Studies
Program is beginning a new recruit·
ment program to encourage students
from other cities to join the program,
said Jon Tolman, associate director
for academic programs at the Latin
American Institute.
Tolman said professors associated with the institute already traveling somewhere for a meeting or to
present a paper1 are asked to spettd
an extra day or two distributing pam•
phlets and giving information about
the program to students at that college.
"We have very limited funds, u
Tolman said explaining that part of
the problem was that the program
cannot use state monies for recruit·
ment. The money .is coming from
federal sources and other grants and

is used to help defray, costs for professors staying an extra day ot two
and traveling to surrounding cam·
puses, he added.
"We have to go piggy back. We
go where they (traveling professors)
go," Tolman said.
Tolman said the program has about $2,500 to spend between now
and the spring semester for the recruitment program.
"We are not hitting colleges with
a developed Latin American Insti-.
tute,'' Tolman said. He predicted
that by the end of the spring semes·
ter, about 20 colleges will have been
reached through the program.
"We won't be able to tell until
next year at this time if the program
is working," Tolman said.
Tolman added the program is
working closely with the minority
recruiting program on campus.

Joe Cellarette

YALESTREETIIREGULARS· C.ptain Ale1t Roybal of the UNM Pollee show • group ofchildren
from the Child C.IW Co-op how the siren in· his ar works.
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Wire Report
Iran offers to
replace funds
NAIROBI, Kenya- The International TelecommuniGations Union,
under pressure from the United
States, put off voting Monday on an
Arab-sponsored n:solution to expel
Israel from the U.N. affiliated
agency.
Delegations from the United
States and other induslrialized nations made it clear they would walk
out of the conference if the expulsion proposal passed. The United
States also said it will end its funding
to any U.N, organization that expels
Israel.
But a compromise resolution that
would criticize Israel yet keep it part
of the agency could avert a showdown in a vote now planned for
Tuesday. U.S. delegation head,
John Gardner, said the United States
would not walk out over a resolution
condemning Israel, but might vote
against it.
Iran's representative, Mustafa
Safavi, later said Tehran would replace $250,000 of the American
contribution if Washington suspends its contribution. He said Iran
would take over the whole U.S. contribution if other slates did not come
up with the diffen:nce.
The vote was npected on an
Algerian resolution that seeks to exclude Israel because of the massacre
of Palestinians and Lebanese in
Beirut Sept 16-18.
In Jerusalem, Israeli officials
charged the Soviet Union, not the
radical Arab states, was masterminding attempts to oust Israel from
U.N. organizations, among them

Presidential candidate addresses University needs

by United Press International

the U.N. Communications Agency
and the General Assembly.
Israeli credentials were rejected
by the International Atomic Energy
Agency, prompting the United
States to protest by withholding $8.5
million it owes on its $19.9 million
contribution to the organization. It
has threatened to leave the United
Nutions if the General Assembly rejects Israel's credentials.
"This is the first time the Soviet
Union is the leader and the Arab
world is behind it," an Israeli official said. ''It makes this year's
attempts more serious."

Security Council
extends troop role
UNITED NATIONS- Lebanese
President Amin Gcmayel swayed
the Security Council Monday into
keeping U.N, troops in south Lebanon for three more months, but
emphasized those forces, like all
foreign troops, must soon withdraw.
In an afternoon statement before
the Council, Gemaycl also insisted
that the 1949 armistice agreement
between Israel and Lebanon must be
respected.
"Israel violated the agreement by
invading Lebanon one more time,"
he said.
"The withdrawal of Israeli forces
constitutes today the fundamental
objective called for by your resolutions," he said. "This objective
must be achieved.
"Lebanon similarly awaits the
simultaneous withdrawal of all nonLebanese forces existing within its
territories," said the 40-year-old
lawyer who was elected president
after the assassination of his brother
last month.
Referring to the 6,500-man U.N.
Intcrim Force in Lebanon since

1978, Gemayel recalled his request
last week to extend its mandate for
three months.
"This extension, however, will
not continue, in our opinion, withO\lt limitation," he said. UNIFIL
must remain "an intereim force,"
he said.
The Security Council voted 13-0
to extend the UNIFIL mandate
another three months and then determine what to do with the force,
which was deployed after the 1978
Israeli invasion of Lebanon.
The Soviet Union and Poland abstained in the vote.
Gemayel praised the role of the
multinational peace-keeping force
that supervised the withdrawal of
Syrian and Palestinaian fighters
from Beirut.
The presence of the U.S., French
and Italian troops in the Lebanese
capital is "a first stage in negotiations'' permitting the Lebanese
army to eventually extend its authority throughout Lebanon "excluding
all other military presence,'' he
said.
•'The capital I left yesterday
shakes with regeneration,"
Gemayel said.
Calling for a solution of the Middle East problem in general,
Gemayel emphasized Lebanon's
solidarity with the Arab world and
called for the implementations of resolutions "concerning the legitimate rights of the Palestinians."
Earlier in the day, Gemayel raised
his demand for the withdrawal of all
non-Lebanese forces from his country in the General Assembly and he
called upon the world community to
help Lebanon "regain its real independence and rebuild its economy.''
"Lebanon can no longer endure
the burdens of the tragic war that has
been raging in our land for the past
eight years," Gemayel said, his

October Pride Fest

UNM
Homecoming

1982
Tuesday:
12 noon- Salute to the Class of 1957;
VW Craze Contest,
Teams of seven to 17 students;
Bed Races,
Teams of five students;
Live Musical Entertainment
by UN~l Jazz Band on Smith's Plaza;
Costumes Preferred.
Wednesday:
12 noon - Salute to the Class of 1932;
Pie Throwing Opportunities,
"Give It" to the UNM Dignitaries;
Live Musical Entertainment
by Alma on Smith's Plaza;
Costumes Preferred.
Thursday:
10am-4pm - King and Queen Election;
Days of Pride and Traditio!!,
Cherry/Silver Attire Preferred;
Live Musical Entertainment
by the Shriner Polka Band on Smith's Plaza.
Friday:
12 noon - King and Queen Coronations;
Pep Rally;
7pm - House and Lawn Display Tour;
9:30pm - Bonfire and Pep Rally
with UNM Cheerleaders,
Corner of Central and Girard.
Satllrday:
Spin - Tarnal<• Fiesta at Dukes Staditiin;
Parade of LiJbos Contest;
6:30(Jtn - Pregame Show,
Atmual Chariot Race:
7pm- HoniCcoming Camc,
UN~f VS N:\·fSU;
!0:30pm - Hmnccoming DancC',
St•niors and Alumni Invited,
HPld nt tlw Alhuq. Con\'<"lllion Cpnt(•r;
7pm - Onwga Psi Phi Dane(',
SUB Ballroom, $2 per person.

voice rising and gesturing vigorously. ''Nor can the world go on watching our destruction with morbid fascination."
The youthful president's Assembly speech was greeted at its close
with unusually prolonged and rhythmic applause.
Gemayal arrived in Washington
late Monday amid extremely stringent security and was met by Secretary of State George Shultz. Gemayel
planned to take his bid for international aid to President Reagan today.
His adviser, Alfred Mady, estimates it will cost some $10 billion to
rebuild Lebanon, devasted by the
Israeli invasion and factional fighting between Christian and Moslem
militias.

India purchases 40
Mirage warplanes
NEW DELHI, India- India said
Monday it will buy 40 French Mirage-2000 warplanes each equipped
with deadly accurate Exocet missiles in a new escalation of its arms
race against U.S-supplied Pakistan.
The Mirage will be the most sophisticated jet in India's predominantly
Sovietcsupplied arsenal, posing a
considerable challenge to the 40 F16s the United States is delivering to
Pakistan.
Defense Ministry officials said
the contract was signed Friday with
Marcel Dassault, the French manufacturer, the same day India
announced the Soviet Union had
agreed to modernize weapons systems in the Indian Armed Forces.
The agreement "brings to a close
six months of negotiations with
France,'' a ministry statement said.
Terms of the agreement were not
disclosed.
U.S. officials claim privately the
F-16 is superior to the Mirage2000 - a single-seat warplane capable of flying 1,550 mph - but that
pilot training is the key determining
factbnin any competition between
the two warplanes.
Ministry sources said the jets will
be equipped with Frenchmade Exocet missiles, which skim the water
at the speed of sound and gained
notoriety when the Argentines used
them successfully against British
warships during the Falklands war.
The AM39 all-weather Exocet In"
dia has selected for the jetfighters
appeared to indicate the government
plans to \lSe the plane for attacking
rather than as an interceptor. Manufactured by the Societe Nationale
Aerospatiale, the missiles sell for an
average cost of $240,000.
The sale was the latest deal in the
subcontinent in a rapidly escalating
arms race between India and Pakistan, who fought wars against each
other in 1948, 1965 and I971.

Appeal for work
action fizzles
WARSAW, .Poland- A call by
Poland's underground for strikes to
protest the outlawing of the Solidarity trade union fizzled Monday at
factories in Warsaw and other industrial centers, workers said.

Major factories were reported
calm despite underground leaflets
distrib\lted in Warsaw, Gdansk and
the Krakow industrial suburb of
Nowa Huta urging strikes or
absenteeism to protest the union ban
enacted just over a week ago,
Many workers leaving the first
shift at Warsaw Steel Mill and the
tractor factory in the Warsaw suburb
of Ursus said they knew nothing about such appeals. Others said they
were afraid to organize a protest in
factories, such asthe steel mill, that
were militarized under martial law.
"Nothing happened in the plant
today, at least not in my department," said one young Ursus
worker.
At the Warsaw steel mill, one
worker said underground leaflets
were scattered at the factory gate
Monday morning, but no walkout
had taken place.
"People were working, production ran as every day,'' another said.
"Nothing was organized here,"
said another worker. "A friend of
mine told me he heard on the BBC
radio that something was supposed
to take place, but we didn 'I hear
about this here at our plant."
The banning of Solidarity and the
other pre-martial law trade unions
sparked a two-day strike last Monday and Tuesday at the Lenin shipyard and other enterprises in Gdansk
and nearby Gdynia.
Martial law authorities· crushed
the strike by militarizing the shipyard, in effect conscripting every
worker there into the army and making them liable to penalties ranging
from two years in jail to death for
varying offenses.
Although the Solidarity ban also
touched off protests and street
clashes in Nowa Huta, Gdansk and
Wroclaw, it did not ignite a widespread wave ofprotests or sympathy
strikes.

Royal family
in the news
LONDON - Britain's royal family
seems unable to keep out of the news
these days and reaped a roll call of
lurid headlines Monday.
Hardly any British newspaper
ignored all these royal rumpuses:
-Princess Diana and Prince
Charles exploded into their first
royal fight, several newspapers said.
Diana "blew her top" in a "blazing
row" over staying at Queen Elizabeth's private Scottish estate, Balmoral, and insisted on going home.
The couple and baby Prince William
went home but Charles returned
Monday night to get in another day's
hunting.
-Princess AMe drew the wrath
of anti-apartheid campaigners and
some opposition politicians with her
plan for a brief stopover· in South
Africa.
-Prince Andrew romped naked
with American-born actress Koo
Stark, who once acted in soft-porn
movies, during a Caribbean vacation, one newspaper said. Andrew's
vacation, like his brother's, was cut
short, this time by too much press
attention.
Buckingham Palace maintained a
discreet silence on all three stories,
except to say that Princess Anne's
60-minute Johannesburg stop had
been arranged with "Foreign Office
advice." The Foreign Office said
too much was being made of very
little.

HARRY'S PLACE

Vince
Baca

(nod
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Homemade
Vegetable Soup
wfth

Homecoming King
Position# 5

50¢

•nr food purthllt

Fried Zucchini
99¢
with Parmesan cheese
ape 1:001m

Olfoi -lllru Sunctoy

Craig Chrissinger
John Prucha, the first of six UNM
presidential candidate finalists, said
Monday that the boundaries of a major state university should be the
boundaries of the state.

''A state university has a special 'and {'Csearch are inseparable. Reresponsibility to contrib\lte its search is & concept that is not suited
creativity in matters of importance for precise interpretation, he said.
to the state. The concerns of the
He said, "We must be concerned
citizenry also are proper concerns of
the university,'' Prucha told a crowd
of about I 00 people in Rodey
Theatre.
UNM Board of Regents Chair-

man Henry Jaramillo· introduced the
talk by saying that the UNM presidency is the second most important ·
job in the state after that of the governor.

"The University is at the crossroads," Jaramillo said. "The next
few years will decide how the University will be in 25 years.''
Prucha, S8, vice chancellor for
academic affairs at Syracuse University, said that there is no doubt
society values education and he re.ferred to the grassroots movement
for better education and greater
oppurtunity for college education.
"This is a time of change and
strengthened opportunites," he
said. "Like surfers, we need to
choose the best ·wave and be on the
lead of it."
The recruiting of fine faculty
members must be continued and the
quality of education must be strengthened, Prucha said.

l'
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JOHN PRUCHA

Within the university, teaching

Lobbyist questions
Robert Sanchez
This is the last of ajo'ur·part series.
Proposed legislation to place a
forced deposit. on all beverage containers in New Mexico will not
work, said a lobbyist for the
wholesale liquor deal«::rs in the state.
I~

fI

!l
1·

"The bottle bill" (as the proposed
legislation is called) won't accomplish its objectives," said Ed Mahr.
•'The bottle bill has a minimal effect
on states where they have it."
Mahr said the biggest problem
with litter is not beverage containers, rather newspapers. He said the
bottle bill does not address the whole
problem of litter.
He said that estimated costs to the
consumer for the first year of the
bottle bill would be $30 million in
New Mexico because of extra business costs passed on to the consumer.

·~
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"The problem is with the person
that discards them (beverage containers)," Mahr said.
Mahr said the best solution was to
go directly to the root of the problem
where the littering takes place: with
people. He said that wholesalers
were backing the Clean Communi-

with the wide range of creativity that
is not defined as research -painting, m\lsic ... There is no simple
formula to balance teaching and research. Few artists and scholars
maintain a constant level. of prod\lclivity. Who would be so bold to ask
what the ratio of teaching and research should be?''
Prucha said his general argument
is that more flexibility is needed in
extra-curricular work. ''If a professor in engineering teaches bridge
building, once in a while he should
go out and build a bridge."
The alumni should be give more
tasks as they have much to offer in
ideas to the university, he said.
Usually, al\lmni members only are
asked to give money, he noted.
Universities, he said, must be
firmly committed to excellence in
intr.rcollegiate athletics, and those
institutions have obligations to
monitor the situations closely and
continually.
"It is too late to argue if largescale athletic programs should be
associated with universities,"
Prucha said. "They are too deeply
rooted in the culture. It is well
known that there is a relationship
between physical activity and the
state of the mind."
Prucha arrived here Saturday

~bottle

ties System Program (CCS) in Albuquerque, part of the Keep America
Beautiful campaign.
''There has been a tremendous input from cit,zens where it (CCS) has
been in effect," Mahr said. "It
attacks all litter. It is a comprehensive program that involves the whole
community."
Mahr said that the way that the
CCS would work is by public awareness and education, but he added
that if people wanted to stop the litter
they would stop it, and if they did not
want to stop littering, they would
not, regardless of the bottle bill.
The CCS program was instituted
Oct. 11 in Albuquerque by Mayor
Harry Kinney and was called
• 'Clean Albuquerque Now''
(CAN).
Madeline Dunn, director of the
program, said that the CCS ''is n!ll a
clean-up project.lt is like behavioral
modification." She said the emphasis of the project is to prevent littering.
Dunn said that the bottle bill is
designed to clean up only about 10
percent of the litter, whereas the
is designed to clean up 100
percent of it.

afternoon and will leave today. [n
addition to the public fon1m, he met
in several closed question-andanswer sessions with various campus groups.
He received his doctorate in geology from Princeton University and
gained national recognition within
his profession while working as a
research geologist for Shell Oil between 1956 and 1963.
Dates for the five other finalists'

public forums have not been
anno\lnced. The other fiQa]ists are
UNM Provost McAllister Hull Jr.;
Donald Langenberg, deputy director
of the National Science Foundation;
Alex Mercure, former vice president
at UNM; Paul Rosenblatt, professor
of English and former dean of the
College of Liberal Arts at the University of Arizona; and AI Utton,
UNM professor of internatiol'lal and
resources law.

Dr. Rees named dean of
College of Nursing
Dr. Barbara Lippincott Rees of
the Medical University of South
Carolina has been named dean of the
UNM College of Nursing.
"Dr. Rees will bring to UNM an
excellent record as a nursing administrator and scholar. Among her
areas of interest are outreach education in nursing and developing relationships between nursing education
and service practice," UNM Provost McAllister Hull said. ''Nursing
education is dynamic and developing, and Dr. Rees is well qualified to
work with our faculty and to realize
the potential we have to serve the
state in this important field."
Rces will assume her new duties
on Jan. 1..
She is now assistant dean and

director of the baccalaureate program for the College of Nursing,
Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston. She has held other
administrative positions at the University of Connecticut in Storrs; the
University of Bridgeport, Connecticut; and Hartwick College,
Oneota, N.Y.
She has nine years of teaching experience and five years nursing experience.
Recs is a graduate of the GmceNew Haven School ofNursing, New
Haven, Conn., and the University of
Bridgeport. She earned a master's
degree in maternal child hculth nursing from Columbia University, and
a master's degree in anthropology
and a Ph. D. in nursing, both from
the University of Arizona.

bill'

"I don't think the chances are
good,'' Mahr said about the possible
passage of the bottle bill. "I think
the legislators wiii realize its high
costs and minimal benefits."
Proponents for the bottle bill
claim that the statistics their opponents use are either wrong or misused.

One of the major groups gathering
support for the bill is Recycle for
Enchantment: New Mexicans for
Returnable Beverage Containers,
Inc.

\

The organization will try to get a
bill sponsored through the legislature and, by pressure from constituents, persuade the legislators to
pass the bill.
Rick Hall, director of the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, one of the groups advocating
the bill, said NMPIRG has been circulating petitions that will be pre·
sented to tlte legislature when it convenes in 1983.
Hall said the next step NMPIRG
will take is to write letters to the
legislators concerning the bill.

ccs

NewslandQ
Bookstore
Literary & Political Magazines:
Daedalus, Kenyon Review,
Southern Review, Antlock Review,
Black Scholar, Commonweal, etc•••
and more to come.

CALENDARS FOR 1983
More Book TitlesFiction, Classics, Science Fiction;
Non·Fictlon; Children's
We're open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
e1111ry dey of the week

2112 Central
(across from UNM)

~''iu.\

~Trick or Treat with Happy Feet!
We have a huge selection· of Halloween
costumes and accessories at prices that
will please all you ghosts and goblins
who are on a budget.

-Make-up -Costume kits
-Wigs
-Hats
Be the most bewitching witch or
the most gruesome ghoul in
Albuquerque!
Listen to "the Home of Happy Feet".....,"""~
on KUNM Radio Tuesday's 7-9 p.m.

4821 C•ntral N.E.
(Acreu lrem Hlla!MI lhHirel
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Editorial

Dean McDermott streamlines Graduate Studies

by Garry Trudeau

George Gorospe

population, include winning a 10
percent wage increase for teacher
In the 14 months she has been on and graduate assistants last year and
the job, Graduate Studies Dean the creation of University Challenge
Charlene McDermott has stream- Assistantship awards,
lined the office staff, incorporated a
Concerned with graduate stuword processor and a computer in dents' welfare, McDermott said she
her office systems, and hired a man- is also considering a proposal to creagement consultant in order to do a ate an independent committee to
more effective job.
monitor departmental procedures
"I hate to use the term, but I want governing graduate students.
to cut some of the administrative
"We need an independent group
fat," McDermott said. "All the to monitor teacher and graduate
staff reductions were through attri- assistant procedures and to make
tion, and I wanted to keep the pre- 1sure they are dealt with justly, This
sent people and improve them.''
will also include a new grievance
Staff reductions cut the number of policy," McDennott said,
associate deans fmm three to one. In
Meanwhile, she has instituted a
addition, McDermott recently hired series of mini-luncheons with small
a new assistant dean. There is now groups of department chairmen and
an associate dean and an assistant faculty responsible for graduate students to t'eliminate the feeling of
dean.
Although the computer and word isolation between various departprocessor are not operational, ments," she said.
McDermott has also met with
McDermott said these machines
eventually will reduce the staff New Mexico's other graduate stuworkload. For example, graduate dies deans in order to ease the comstudent files, now done manually, petition among the schools. The
will be entered into the computer. "dean co-op" has already comGraduate students who had to wait pleted a proposal to the state requestup to a week to receive transcript ing money for additional felcopies can get them in a day under lowships.
"We now have only one universithe new system.
McDermott's other efforts to ty-wide fellowship and five Chalassist graduate students, who make lenge Teacher Assistantships, and
up one-eighth of UNM' s student this proposal, if approved, will

Give Reagan and Congress an allowance
But it's not just the Congress.
For years, Ronald Reagan made
radio speeches, financed by
General Electric (which also
makes toasters), in which he
proci<Jimed his burning desire to
cut spending and balance the
budget. Yet the instant he became president, he developed a
taste for more expensive brands
of aircraft carriers, and he sub~y
mitted a budget so gigantic <that
he had to increase taxes. ActualIf you have been paying much ly, I'm using the wrong word.
attention to the federal budget, President Reagan didn't increase
you have no doubt concluded taxes; he reformed them. There
that members of Congress have is a large difference between an
all spent too much time swim- increase and a reform. Nobody
ming in their Official Congres- seems to know what it is.
sional Heated Swimming Pool
Despite Reagan's tax reform,
and their brains have shrunk to the budget he submitted had a
the size and consistency of prune large deficit, the very thing he
pits.
has been going around claiming
I mean, look at the evidence. he is opposed to. Then he did
Virtually the entire population of something truly amazing: he
the United States, domestic announced that he wanted a conanimals included, believes the stitutional amendment requiring
budget should be balanced. Con- a balanced budget. Isn't that
sequently, all members of Con• marvelous? It is as if the producgress, except for a few liberals ers of the "Dukes of Hazzard"
left over from 1967, claim they took out an advertisement in the
believe the budget should be ba- New York Times demanding that
lanced. Yet when they get something be done to reduce the
together to vote on the budget, number of car cri;lshes on televithey go into some kind of mass sion.
legislative seizure, and they in!.don't know what's causing all
clude 20 or 30 cretin projects to these brain problems in
build dams in places like Arkan- Washington. All I know is that,
sas, and the budget always counting the president and the
winds up being short by 300 Congress, we have 536 elected
officials who are totally incapgazillion dollars.

Life
and
Related
Subjects

Dave Barry

Letters

Firing wrong
Editor:
The controversy lingers on at
the Lobo. The Student Publications Board will soon make a decision whether to fire Lobo editor
Marcy McKinley. Currently, she
is on suspension with pay- a
suspension that is illegal accord·
ing to the Publications Board's
bylaws.lfthe Publications Board
was to fire Ms. McKinley, it
would be guilty of violating the
First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, which guarantees
freedom of the press. To justify
the firing of Ms. McKinley on the
basis of content of the Lobo
would be a justification of censorship. Of course, the Publications Board may use the spineless excuse of its responsibility
being to make sure the paper
gets published as a justification
to fire Ms. McKinley- an excuse they used to illegally suspend her in the first place.

able of getting the amount of
money they spend to come within $50 billion of the amount of.
money they get. God alone
knows how many of them it
would take to change a light
bulb.
Needless to say, I have come
up with a fairly brilliant plan to
solve the budget problem. My
plan is based on a system that
has long been used to control the
behavior of the one group of
people who can compete with
the federal government for
financial stupidity: teenagers.
Parents have long known that,
given some money, a normal
teenager will spend all of it on
the most useless product within
a 50-mile radius of his or her
home. Whole industries have
been built on this phenomenon.
Without teenagers, for example,
the rear-view-mirror-decoration
industry would collapse overnight. So to control the number
of useless products entering the
home, many parents restrict
their teenagers to a certain
amount of money per week; this
is called an "allowance," and it ill
what I think we should do with
the president and his Congress.
This year, for example, the
federal government will take
roughly $650 billion in taxes
away from the people who
earned it. I say we divide this up
equally, and give the president
and the members of Congress

$1.2 billion each, to spend
however they want (there would
be a few billion left over, which
could be used for the Christmas
party). So, if a member of Congress really wanted a cretin dam
project in his district, he could
have one, as long as he stayed
within his $1.2 billion. And if the
president wanted an aircraft carrier, he could save his allowance
for a couple of years and buy
one, but in the meanwhile, he'd
have to do without, say, one or
two of the presidential helicopters.
To make the system really
effective, the allowances would
be given to the officials in weekly
installments of $23 million each,
which would be handed over by
a group of taxpayers, called the
Committee of People Who
Actually Earned The.ir Money
and Liv.e On It, who would be
selected at random from the list
of people who have been audited
by the Internal Revenue Service,
The committee would have the
power to review the way officials
had spent their previous week's
allowances, and to make snotty
remarks when called for.
This system would teach the
president and the Congress how
to handle our money responsibly. Eventually, like teenagers,
they might even develop into responsible citizens, capable of
holding real jobs.

Attnouneemenls- in Lip Ser~·lctt .,...Ill be run the da)'
before the tl'ent and _the day lJ/ lhe e\-enl on a space
available· basis. Lip Servlre Is a\'riilabft' to all UNM
non~profll organl:urtloru, Forms [or Lip Service am
be picked up in Marron Hal/, room US ond inust be

turned ltJ b)' 2 p.m. the duy prior to publication.

Racism is wrong; there is no
denying that fact, but if the students involved in the Lobo
takeover persist in their persuance of the firing of Ms.
McKinley, they would be just as
guilty of censorship as the Publications Board would be should
it actually fire her. The press conference held last Thursday made
the students' point quite clear
that the. controversial editorial
was not well received. It seems
ironic that the same people who
condemn the Moral Majority's
attempts to censor the media are
guilty of the same act at UNM.
What makes these people right
and the Moral Majority wrong?lf
they are in the right because they
find the material in the Lobo
offensive, then the Moral Majority is also in the right; for the
Moral Majority finds the ma.terial
which they are attempting to
suppress just as offensive. The
students involved in the attempt
to see Ms. McKinley fired could
better channel their energies into
educating people on the evils of

racism, since that is the greater debate and not through its conissue at hand. The firing of Ms. nections to the Publications
McKinley will not alleviate the Board. Unlike ASUNM, the Pubproblems of racism in this coun- lications Board merits respect
try or on this campus.
and should not lose it by mixing
ASUNM's sordid politics into an
Peter K. Shams-Avari already difficult decision.
Mark P. Williams

Sordid politics
Editor:
ASUNM's appointees to the
Publications Board must abstain
from voting on Marcy McKinley's removal. Imagine my surprise when at Friday's meeting
they openly revealed their bias
concerning Ms. McKinley by
reading statements condemning
her and calling for her removal
as editor of the Lobo (as did the
GSA appointee Bill Littlefield
Who this summer was the
ASUNM president's administra·
tive assistant, a paid position).
They should abstain from voting.
If the ASUNM executive
branch wants to work its will on
the Lobo it should do so in open

Today's Events
The UNM SkydiYinJ Club will meet at 7 p.rn. today
Jn the SUB, room 2J JB. Anyol'ft! Jnlerested is Invited,
All memberS are encouragtd to al!end,
The Tbe•lt~r Ar1J Dtpartmtn1 will hold tr'Y·OUt$ for
the 11 Rnllroad Women" from 7 p.m. to8 p.m. today
in B427, from 7 p.m. 1010 p.m. Wednesday In B427
and from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Friday in B42S. There arc
optnlng!i for three women, young, middle-aged and
old,

Morality issue
Editor:
This letter is concerning the bit
of racism that has been going
around campus. The first article
about CST scores was, in my
opinion, in very bad taste. I think
the issue is an issue of morality,
not whether the facts were true
or not. There is something
wrong with our capitalist system, and that is why certain
minorities may have scored lower. It is not a biological problem.
This article was especially wrong
because this is a campus and a
state where whites are the
minority.
Graham Meyer

Dtll• SJcm• Pbl Will have an .Informational
Meeting for all rneli interested in starting a fraternity
at 7 tonight in lhe Student Activities Center. room
25J.
An Anblc Cll.!lt will be from 7 p.nt. to 9 p.m.
beglning lontght in the fntcrnallon:ll Cenier~ Classes

will be held each tuesday night for eight weeks. More
information is avalla'ble nt 842~6191.

Wednesday's Events
The JeWish Siu()enl Union will hold its first fall
meeting from J2 p.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 20,
In the SUD, room 2SOB. Ouest .speakers will be Celia
Cohen of Los Angele~, Western Region Campus:
Representative, and A lisa Simon, Exccuti~·e Director
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The SpeaJjers Committee of Che Assodated
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Reporter .............. ,, •• , Dennis Pohlman
RepoHer............ , .... , ... , Kent Kullby
Reporter.... ,, •. ~; •.••.••••• , . Ramona Nye
Eniettttlnment Reporter.,, •• , Johanna Klhg

The Polllleal Forum Of St. John'1 Collrge Will
present a s~poslum on 11 US.M~lcan Relations: A
Search for Foundallons" at 7· p.m. Wednesday at SL
John1s College·Great Hall, Santa Fe. Fentured
speakers will be Oavid Maciel, Historian at UNM,
Louis Sadler1 Historian of NMSU, and Jose Garda,
Political Scientist of NMSU. More informalion Is
avallablcal988~t679

or983-S4SJ.

. The UNM Womrn Centtr/Womtn .Srudlis Brown

Bag Strft:!l will fealllre Vera Norwood who will speak
ori "Feminist Approaches to Teaching Amcri~n
Lilerature'' from t2noon to I p.m. Wedne~day in the
Women'sCcnter 1 1824 Las lomas NE.

Lobo Special

Layout Editor ..... , .......... Mitch Konkle

Nigh! Editor ........... , Penalope Wronski
Editorial Page Editor •••••••. Robert Wood

The Cha1'urt!l JJ•mldbar, el aJ will present Noel
Pt.Jgach who will speak on "'The Door to the Modern
World is Opened'' ot 8 p.m. WedneSday at the
Congrcogation Albert. Free admission.

b<:'r schools.
Such a program would "save
UNM lots of money while ut the
same time giving the graduate student more options. It would also
raise the quality of graduate programs here by limiting the nurnber to
those programs that are the best and
unique at UNM,'' McDermott said.

UNM offers new associate degree
Kent Kullby
UNM will. be helping the New
Mexico department of Corrections
to train intelligent guards and managers with a new degree which could
start ne11t semester.
The need for more education
pmgrams became apparent during
the study of the New Mexico State
Penitentiary riots, which occurred in
Febru<ll)' of 1980, said Associate
Provost for Community Education
Susan Lynch.
Various faculty members have
worked to establish a new Associate
Degree in Corrections Studies for
the UNM-Valencia Branch College.
The degree must be approved by the
Faculty Senate before it can be
offered. If it is approved, the degree
will be the only one of its kind in the
state.
''We want to make the program a
model for other states that are still
without a corrections study program," said UNM Sociology Professor Dr. Paul Steele.
Ste.ele, Lynch and UNMValcncia Director Omero Suarez
have been working with State
Secretary of Corrections Roger Crist
to put together the degree. "We're
very excited about it," Crist said.
"What we want to do is g'row our
own staff rather than have to go out
of state to get educated people, "
"We're going to be opening up
SeVeral institutions in the next COUple of years So we'll need u l"fi
d
•
q a 1 JC
staff to fill the positions," Crist
added.

tional Psychology and Regional
Cultures of the Southwest. The rest
of the courses will be an interdisciplinary mix of classes ranging fmm
anthropology to sociology, includ.
ing one year of Spanish.
"We hope to have it in place by
spring semester," Suarez said, He
said he is also planning to build a

baccalaureate and masters degree in
corrections study for next year.
The Valencia campus is an
appropriate place to start the program development because. of the
medium security facilities there,
Lynch said, Crist said he will also
develbpe internships at some of the
institutions.

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving the
University of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Frl 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

proudly announces

Staedtler-Mars Day
Wednesday October 20
A Staedtler-Mars representative will be available to
answer questions on technical drafting materials.

UNM·Valencia will have seven

9am-4pm

The Gay aad L<sblan Stud<nl Union will meet at new courses that include Organiza7:30 p.m. Wednesday ln the SUB, room 23JA·8.
•
1 St
d B h · '
Ellubeth Canfield of lhe Albuquerque Counseling tiOna
TUCtUre an
e aVJOr m
CC>op will lead a d~cusslon of the proceso of . Correctional Institutions, lnstituHoomlng _out'• and sclf-discltuing to family and
friends. More information is available from 1he
Common Bond Help Line al266-8041.

TOP
DOG
*SPECIALS*

'E'ditor •••••.•••••••.•••.•. Mercy McKinley ·
Acllrig Editor ...... , ...... , •• , .• Eve Cress
Aclfng Managtng Editor .... -.Sam Mon1oya

Arts Editor.,,,,, .. ,., ... ,, ••• Eddie Tafoya

sented in nursing."
On a larger scale, McDennott is
working with the graduate committee of the Western Interstate Committee on Higher Education to create
a reciprocal tuition exchange progmm. Under this program a graduate
student could choose from other speciali;o:cd graduate programs of mcm-

Popejoy Hall

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

The Cultural Program Committee, UNM
Presents

John (Paper Chase) Houseman's
ACTING COMPANY
IN
MOLIERE'S COMIC MASTERPIECE

of

Dally Lobo staff.

G_raphic Artist ••••••••• , .• P"riscilfa GOndlez
Phbto Editor .•••.• , ••••• ,, ••• Joe cavateHa
Asslsiant PhOto Editor •• , .•• ieff Alexander
SpOrts Editor ........ , ......... Steve 1<.11111
Assistant SPOrts Editor •• ,, ,George Chave2:

TheSUFIDan<eCiubwlllmectfrom7:30p.m.to
9:30p.m, Wednesday, O<t, :ro, lntheSUB, room24J
f.:atUring simple SOllg!l and dances from the major
devotional traditions of the world de>lgned to
promote peace and unity among the dance,., No
previoUs e11perlencc: necessary. More infomtatlon Js
avnllablcat24l·609lor268·S743.

GRAND OPENING

a

E

Deputy Represenlative o( th~ Palesline Liberation
OrgilnizaiiOn at_ the United Nations, who will spc~h
on 11 An~b-Jsracli Turmoil: The. Search for Pence/' at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 20 at Woodward HuH,
room JOJ, A reception wltl be at S p.m. at the
Jnlemotional Center, J808 Las Lomas NE.

mean an additional 35 whicb will
nllow, us to bring in more minorities," she said.
"UNM has one of the highest percentage of minorities and under represented students in graduate programs in the country, but if you look
at the area we still need more. For
example, men are still under rcpre-

• Small Coke

$1.89

Hungry Lobo Special
• Lg. Italian Beef

$ 3·•9 9

Data Entry, •.• , .............. Stacy Green·
Contributin(l Editor, .• , .• ,,., Rick Berthold
Business Manager , •• , • , , , ~ •• Michael Ford
Advertising' Manager., ••.• ,. James Fisher

•Fries

Letters Submission Polley
lahars Ia the edltot m~st be typed, doi.J.,
ble~spaced und lio more than 100 words, All
"!lalled·in !otters· must be sighed by the au..
thor end _inClude addres!l and telephone
number. No names wlll be withheld. The
Dally Lobo does not guarantee pUblicailoh
and wftl edit letters for length and libelous
content.

(save over $1.00)
Good after 2:00pm any day
LOMAS at YALE or 4701 MENAUL
Call842-1192 for ORDERS TO GO
Open 10:30-8 pm Mon·Sat

• Medium Coke

•ColeSlaw

· ·

TARTUFFE
The fThe Hypocrite)

Tonight-8:15PM
Tickets $12,$10, $7
UNM Faculty, Staff, Students 1/2 Price

Telephone 277-3121
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ASUNM Film Committee presents
Tuesday's Feature

The Sorrow and the Pity
One Show Only 7:00pm

Sports

Artist's work defines space

Please accept this apology

Wren Propp

<-.~-~

Sculptor Stan Mathews stands in
the Teaching Gallery, facing his
work, "Catalytic Structures."

SUB Theatre • SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergradu;~tes $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50

People duck their heads inside as
he begins to speak about his work.
Other viewers stand inside his sculpture. The odd length two-by-fours
cage one visitor when he steps in to
sec the artwork from a diffe~ent
angle.
"I began by addressing the space
of the room. 1 built models of the
gallery and placed my work within
the model, because what works in
miniature will work in the larger
area," Mathews says, studying the
work.

THE lAST lECTURE SERIES
_,u

Dr. James Ray·
Assoc Prof., Political Science

"ETHICAL REFLECTIONS ON THE
ISRAELI-ARAB DILEMMA"
Tuesrlay, Omober 19

12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (South)

Mathews tosses his coat under the
arch created by two boards meeting
in mid-air.
''Tossing my coat changed the
space within the room. This struc-

'rJw lAliT lff.T\mfS" llrll II Qll/lll!i m wh1th fi!Ufntn4ml \Jnwn!i>lly h~(~llly ltrl(l !1!1111 wt!l
tJfl ltllkrn(J II\ t/ltmv wm" wvrun rhu I n111 lfll llnfl 11! th!lll liln Ormy Yllllf lom·hl
~1U[)£Nl

Arts
lure is not about wood or tension, but
about Space," Mathews says.
Mathews speaks rapidly, firing
off ideas. Like his speech, Mathews
sculptural conceptions are changeable and usually made of what he
calls "ambient materials."

'I could knock this whole
thing down and stack all
the boards in the corner.
It all depends on what I
want to use and what I
want to say'
''I could knock this whole thin!l
down and stack all the boards in the
comer. It all depends on what space I
want to use and what I want to say,''
Mathews says.
"Catalytic Structures," will be
subject to change, Mathews says.
This week the present structure will

AC:TIVITIESC£NTER

come down and another sculpture
made out of the same materials will
replace it.
''I like to have different possibilities to my work. I know this is not
the only form that can be in this
space. Even after constructing the
models and returning to the gallery I
realized I had not really looked at the
ceiling," Mathews gestures upward
to the element of the room that was
unconsidered but still contributes to
the art within the gallery.
"I wanted to step back from the
'preciousness' that I saw in art. I also
realized I wasn't using the space in
my work th<1t I wanted to. And final·
ly, ljust didn't like what I was mak·
ing," Mathews says, smiling at his
reasons for change.
Mathews has been exhibited at the
American Center in Paris and the
Salon De Montrouge. Mathews will
discuss "Catalytic Structures," in a
lecture today at 4 p.m. in room 2018
of the Fine Arts Center.

and

A
T

A recent hit by the group 'Chicago', ''It's liard for Me to Say I'm
Sorry" typifies the theme of this
column.

In this space last week, I abused
the Lobos about as bad as the officials did in the BYU-UNM game.
Everyone involved with the prog·
ram, (player~, coaches and fans)
was dissapointed with the: outcome
of that game and I knew it.
I really felt bad about the loss too.
The players were very down, and the
coaches knew something had to be
done to make everything get back to
the way it was when the Lobos were
undefeated. The fans were starting
to figure that the 4-0 mark that UNM
had before they fell to B YU was just
luck. They figured the season was
just about over.

I.Jooking for a different
plae~ for Luneh?~

MEE'I'

National Chicano Health
Organization

Servin~

I went ahead and gave the eulogy,
because I had seen what Lobo teams

12:00·12:5••
every
Wetlne!'llcluy

in the past were like. However, I was
very wrong about saying things
like- "I wouldn't bet on the
Lobos against New Mexico State"
and all of the other bad things I said.
I went to San Diego this past
weekend for two reasonil; to get
away from all the things happening
at this paper and to see the SDSUUNM game in person. The trip was
fun because the Lobos won and I got
to do some sight-seeing.

bimonthly meeting Tuesday, Oct 19
7pm at 1815 Roma NE 277·5029
Issues to be discussed:·
Activities l!nd speakers for tall &
spring semesters, amendments to
NCHO charter, & Halloween project for
hospitalized children.

did you do it?'' He meant why did I
write that column. All I could say
was that I was sorry, and that I was
wrong. I congradulated him on the
game and wish him and the team the
best of luck.'
He accepted my apology and then
we shook hands and parted.

I was spared the agony of having
to ride home with the team by a
friend who lives in San Diego that
wanted me to stay and spend Sunday
The 1982 Lobos have guts and with him. I accepted partly because I
should rank among the best teams really wanted to stay and look
UNM has ever had. Most of the around and partly because I couldn't
other rebuilding teams in the nation face the team on my regular flight.
would have folded after such a loss
I came back knowing that I had
(to BYU). But this team didn't.
made a mistake and had to face up to
I really wish that I could have it. In being a young reporter, its
shared the win with the team like the bound to happen, no matter how
other media people and fans did. Be· hard I try. It's part of the process.
cause of the negative letters I re·
A 10·1 record is now possible and
cieved last week and the negative if that occurs, the Lobos will do even
vibes from the team, I stayed away better than the 7-4 or 8-3 records that
from the team througout my stay in most people predicted. Teams like
San Diego.
BYU, who are bigger and stronger
than
UNM had better watch out, beAt the hotel, after the game, I ran
cause New Mexico might be known
into Michael Johnson, however,
who I met in a Biology class when for its football and basketball rather
than just for the latter.
we were freshmen and who I watchSo I hope that the students and
ed fight back from his almost crippublic
support the Lobos this week
pling knee injury. r didn't really
and the rest of the year. They play
know what to say to him.
some exciting football and deserve a
He asked me why I came to San chance to succeed.
Diego, and I told him that I came to
To coin a phrase, "TheLobos are
cover the game. He then said "Why for real" ...

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

$1

Fast, Free Delivery

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expl('es 10-31-82

3920 Centrai.SE
262·1662

Cheer the Lobos On To VIctory

In Style•••

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
with this ad $5.00 off with
purchase of $20.00 or more

uc..\'d
\,;
c,oo "'oS·'
2118 Central SE
Phone: 842-8678

ouht Sl.OO for a IIOT meal
,,,;.sa !llillort llible !dluly

.L'"ll students '\veleoJUe

Who's Who Among Students
In American Universities
And Colleges 1982-83

l'V ew me tnt eaeb l'V eclnesday
Attbe
Uatttist Student IT.nion

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
Requirements:

CATALYTIC STRUCTURES by STANLEY MATHEWS

4011Tuiversity Nt~
243-5401

l) Must be currently enrolled at the University of New Mexico.

Must be a jullior (60 hours), senior or g~aduate student in good
academic standing with their respective college (2.0 or higher).
3) 1\Iust prm•ide one {l) letter of recommendation from either a
faculty member, an administrator, ot the presidel)t of the organization and/or department chairperson by whom the person is being
Deadline Date Is
nominated.
Wednesday, Oetober 20, 1982
All applications and recommendations must be returned and/or
mailed to the Student Activities Center, 1st Floor, New Mexico Union
Building. (Zip code 87131). Mter 5:00 pm, applications available at
Student Information Center, SUB.
2)

Arts Festival to run through week
IF YOU COULD BUILD
YOUR OWN FRATERNITY. .
WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE?

"America's Melting Pot" was
the theme for the first day of the
second annual New Mexico Very
Special Arts Festival which opened
yesterday at the Longfellow Community School on Edith and Grand,
NE.

..

During the festival, disabled and
non-disabled youths from throughout New Mexico will join Longfellow students in their classrooms.
Approximately 100 artists will conduct workshops in their specialties
such as drama, dance, painting, pottery, magic, mime, music, and
many others.
Each remaining weekday will fea·
ture a different culture. Tuesday is
Hispanic day; Wednesday is Asian;

Delta Sigma Phi, the new fraternity
On campus, is offering you this
opportunity . . .

Develop It The Way You Want

Immediate Leadership

No Pledging

Play it again

DELTA SIGMA PHI
.....,..... LEADERSHIP DEVELOPS
THROUGH BROTHERHOOD

\,OV

,~

f

q· ~ .\..( ~·rr

~1 '"·"'

FOR MORE INFORMATION . . . ·: "' .....~.... ''
Call242-7145 or 277-5528
Come by our table In front of the
Student Activities Center.

Anybody who missed or was
turned away from Jim Linnet's
"Death' s Cantina" this last
weekend will have another chance to
witness this extravaganza of puppetry, music and theatre this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at Rodey
Theatre.
According to playwright Linnell,
the audiences have grown steadily
since the play opened two weeks
ago, and on Saturday night several
people were turned away after the
house was filled.
Tickets are $4 for the general pUb·
lie, $3 for UNM students, staff,
senior citizens, and Century Club
members.

Thursday is Black and Friday is
American Indian.
The events will climax on Saturday with a performance. Stage sets,
costumes, music, drama and
choreography workshops will contribute to this Martineztown Fiesta.
Jazz, Bolivian, jug band and
Mariachi music, varied ethnic
foods, crafts and games are also
schelduled.
The purpose of this festival is to
provide art training to disabled and
non-disabled youths and adults who
would not otherwise have access to
these programs and to demonstrate

the impact of the arts in increasing
generallcaming and achievement.
VSAF programs continue serving
the disabled in Albuquerque through
the year at many community facilities.
The VSAF is a program of the
National Committee, Arts for the
Handicapped, an educational affiliate of the Kennedy Center for the
Perfonning Arts. The Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Dept. in con·
junction with Albuquerque United
Artists and the Therepeutic Recrea·
tion Advisory Council bring VSAF
to New Mexico.

Still life wins first place
Kristie Jones
An oil painting entitled ''Still Life
with Pears and Eggs'' took first
place in the Student Art Competition
which was co-sponsored by the SUB
Union Galeria.
Thompson, a nondegree student,
said "Now that I've raised my family, I want to get into painting full
time.'' Her interests have been in oil
painting and drawing for the past
few years, she added.
Thompson said she is not interested in obtaining a degree but
"in developing my talents." She
obtained a BFA from Ohio State in
1948, and said she feels the space of
time has be.en good for her.
"I've learned so much from life
experiences . . . I have a different

attitude towards 'things • • . I'm in
school to learn all I can from my
professors.''
"Still Life with Pears and Eggs"
is a 30-by-30-inch callvas that has
been blown up, Thompson said. The
work is currently in Colorado for the
regional competition. The winning
artwork of the regional contest will
go to Virginia for the national competition.
Second place in the competition
was taken by Wendy Cheshire for
two cebachroine photos titled "Relics of New Mexico." Will
Dubowski won third place with
three silver prints, and David T.D.
Chavez received an honorable mention for an acrylic painting called
"Wicked Women."

•

Phil Glass

FALL SEASON for the Lobo.oftbaltteam ended this weekend with two losses at the hands of
NMSU.

Red Raiders win soccer tourney
Dan O'Shea

The Texas Tech Red Raiders, despite losing to the Lobo soccer club,
won the UNM Invitational last
weekend at Johnson Field.
Since there were three teams, the
tournament was played using
National Association Soccer League
scoring. After each team had played
each other once, all three teams had
nine total points. Goal differential
kept the Lobos out of the final, won
by the Red Raiders over Arizona
State.
"A fourth team not coming in
makes it tough, but we had to take
that risk," said UNM soccer coach
Craig Robertson .
The Lobos defeated the Red Raiders in the opening game of the
tournament Saturday, 2-1 , in overtime. Both UNM goals were scored
by Mario Picazo. UNM was then
defeated 3·1 by Arizona State in
double-overtime that afternoon.
Robertson said his team dominated
most of the ASU game, but could not
capitalize on scoring opportunities.

''You sometimes get games when
you just can't score," Robertson
said.
UNM was tired after the first
overtime game,. but still played to
double-overtime with the well rested
Sun Devils. Eric Burkholder scored
for ASU about two minutes into the
game. Arto Harjunpaa tied the game
about eight minutes later in the first
half. The Sun Devils scored twice in
the second overtime.
Sunday, Coach Bob Lust's Red

Raiders defeated the Sun.Devils 2-0
in the morning and 2·1 in the touma·
ment final. Coach Robertson was
"not upset" with the tournament.
"Our defense played well in both
games," he said.
The UNM soccer club travels to
Gunnison, Colo. for Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer League
games with Western State College
and the Colorado Mountain College
next weekend. The Lobo soccer club
now has a record of 6-3-2 and are
4-0·1 in the conference.

Homecoming run to be held
The Student Veteran's Associa·
tlon and the UNM Business
Fraternity are inviting alumni, the
comunity as well as faculty and staff
at UNM to participate in a Homecoming run.
Registration will be held at 1919
Las Lomas from 11 to 1:30 SatUr·
day. The race wilt Start at 2 p.m.
Saturday in front of the President's
house.

Donation is $5.00 and will go to
United Way. Shirts and prizes pro·
vidcd by the Citadel Apartments and
Oshman's will be given to all who
finish the race.
A one-mile childrens run and ?kilometer adult run will be offered.
The annual run an attempt to support
Homecoming atUNM. For more in·
formation call The Child Care co-op
at 277-3365.

Make the most of your good looks with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses.
Er('1od~ll.;S

Wt.•;trers., .taH• your l'Y('S

out ofhiding. Ft.•d ('O_ufident ng;l'in.

L<·t vnur nul.l;ral h<"autv "ihine
throu~h. You'Jllov(• tlw w>ty Bau~h
& Lumh .o,oft c•nnt.tt•llt•nsc•s gi\.'e \'OU
a wlwlt• nt•W look on lift•. i.ncl
tlll')'.rt' W<ll<'r·drop soH •nd Will·
fc~rtahlt·. loo 1 Call lhr """ llttinl!:
<tiJJ)oiutnwnf loda~.
·
Mot<' tll'oplt• w<•ar IJ.ll!ll·h & Lomb
suft rnnl.wt lt•n"'·' than all otlll'r
hramb of o.,nft cnnl:wt l<'il,,(•o.; <.·urn·
hilwd~

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
S210-Soft Spherielil Ci:nltnct Lens tl'olyrnncon)*
$300·Soft Tol'lc Contact l.c11s for Astigmatism.
•Bufllmn••
S3RO·S1Jft Extcudcd•Wt•at· Contact !.en• for
Xcat•si!lhlcdne<s illufll('()n'*

* Complete Price

Include~: Visunl Auulyd\ • Glnli('HJtJU Tt•'iting • J;~ittin~

arld Oispcnsin~: of Contact I.cns \'Initial Chemical C:~rc llegimc • Patient
Gar<· aud Follow·tttl C:~re of Contact I.t•u, • Sale' Tax

Dr. Robcr·t II. Quick and

Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
Optmnetdsts
1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020
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Pap.e ll, New Mcxko Daily Lobo, October 19, J 982
HELP WANTEU: QUALIFI!>D drivers, top pay,
842-6735, Ce,mal System. $75 fee. 1900 Central SE.
10/20
: HELP WANTED: I'AY to $7 hrly, full·time
machinist. 842-6735. $75 fee. Central Systems, 1900
Central SE.
10120
HELP WANTED: JOUJtNEYMAN plumbr.r, pay
per experience. 842·6735. $75 fee. Central Systems,
1900 Central SE.
10/20
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7. Travel
CHARTER BUSES ANYWHERE, NM or USA.
Discount Program. Gray Line 243·5501.
1lr'2
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
•Needs in the Pni1Y Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
BALLOON BOUQUETS! }lAVE our"BMOC" (Big
Monkey On Campus) give your favorite person a
"Big Lift.'' Balloon Bouquets for all oc·
casions- Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get Well, New
Baby, or "Just Because I Love You." 298·5411.10/29
LEATHER JACKETS $65- genuine cowhide,
used, excellent condition. Kaufman's - a Real
Army-Navy Store, 504 YaleSE. 265-7717.
10/20

Laba Classified•

9. Las N oticias

Da the Trick
J.OilOS ARt: #1, you arc #I, vote
DeAtley. Homecoming King.

1. Personals
C'OAC'll - IIAI'PY 20'1'11 Birthday, Sure glad we
fuurrd r«dwthcr! love always, Swectnrt.
I0/19
v(rJ E nt:IIDJR PIIIDBU: 1982 Homecoming
Queen.
J0/19
f.:A"J'INGIWf:ICjJIT
I'IIOBLEMS.
lndivldual'<lroupthcrnpy. l>r. Ooodlive, 110 Vassar
Sl', 2~6-1553.
10125
VOTE INOt:Pt:Nin:N'fLY. von; for the only
rmlcprndent llomemnring J<ing candidate, Shuun
Cuoper, Position N3.
10121
IIODF:IIT c. II API'\' Uirthday. You're wonderful. f
love you.l>ebbie P.
10/19
IIII.L 11. l"IIANK you for the nowcrs. Miss you lots.
~cc you soon. l.ovc, Rotmnn.
10/19
NliF.J> CIIEOI1'1 INt'OitlllATION 011 receiving
Vrsa, Ma.\ter~ard, with no credit check. Other cards
uvntlnble. Jircc brochure, cnll Personal Credit Service,
((102) 946-620.1 ext.• 0924.
10/19
UKE llt:ING ~1, vote position Nl, Greg
DeAtley .... lobo llomecoming King.
10/21
UAI'I'\' IIIRTIIUA Y TO the sauciest wencl1 on
<llmpul.luvyn, ll. Wheat.
10119
C'EI,'S I'IZZA. 2 ~hces of pizlll und medium soda for
$1.64 HI -· ~lice of piu.u, snlnd and small soda for
$U~. On ('entral n•cross from UNM.
10119
AM LOOKING FOR back Issues of Heavy Metal,
Starlog, Omni, and other science Oct ion and science
mngarinc• and books. Call Mnrtin nt842·0624. 10/22
MAKE llAI.tO\\'fo:•:N SPF.CJAl.. (.\IStom design
rnnsk1 and makeups by t>r. Nose nnd Company. 2S6·
1169.
10/22
1'1 KAI'I'A Al.l'IIA Homecoming Rafne- lie a
wnmer this Homecoming Get ticket~ nt the Pike
!louse, 17()() Sigma (hi Rd. Then bent the house
Sat., 0,1. 23. 10:30 p.m. for drawing. First prize
SJOO. li•e cash prizes in all. Tkkets onlySl.
10122
C'IJF.AI' ('IIINf.S•: OUH't;T all you can eat. Lunch
$3.4~. Jao Jam l Irina Inn, 5000 ('entral SE, 255·
9.111.
11110
t:XI'l.ORt; CARLSDAU CAVt:RNS, No\'ember6th.
lallSttulcnt Trn•cJ('enter 277·2336.
10t26
Sf:EKUI.'i Ot' WAil!'tiTII: I've just returned from
hrrope With 1()()«'o wool sweaters. Many colors, 5izes.
S40.S.:ott,268·8467.
10119
SIIO<'K nn:111, SC'Ailf: them, turn them on with a
.:mtumc from Ac1:tnt Uniforms! We sell masks.
makcur a11d nctessorie$, 10~to off costume rental if
rcm•cll before Oct. 20th. Free makeup book with
this all. 203 Wellesley SE. 256·0613.
JOil9
!> n;utSl' VOLll:-!TEF.RS Nf.EDEJ> In community
human service agencies. Cnli2S6-1663 or247·0497, or
goJo 1801lnsl.omasNt'.
10/26
VOT•: SJIA t' S COOPf:R for Homecoming King,
10121
'lin: MIXf:D DA<a Different, new. From soup to
nuts. Now open, 121 Yale SE. Check us out. 10/22'
l'ASSPOR1", Jl)tNTU'It'ATIO!'< PHOTOS. Fall.
ll\exrcnsive, pleasing. l.owest prices in town! Two for
S~. !·our for S7. Near llNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S. t• ., ('orncrSilver, orca!I 265·1323.
tfn
ACCl'RATE ISt'ORllfATION ADOllT con·
traception. steriliialton, abortion. Kight To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
WHO'I' WHO APPLICATIOSS now available at
~tudent Aclli"Jties, room 106, N.M. Union Building,
211-4106. Ouedate-Octobet20,1982.
10120
YOGA- PltlVAl"E ANI> group. Postures,
mcdrtallon, philosophy. Oa~ and ••enings. Call
after 5 p.m., 266-J I 7 I.
10f22
PIIEGNASCV Tt:Sl"ISG & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
WE GOT UISl'IIIDt:TORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (l.ennon Styles), gold
rimless. $S4.~0 (regular 565.00). Pay less Opticians,
500.,. ~I ennui N.E., across from LnBcllc~.
tfn
AIJOP'I'IOS IS AS option for untimely pregnancy.
l66·l837
11"22
LOOKI'IG FOil A Keyboard player interested in Top
40 \lYle. Call after $ p.m. Marin 344·1998 ot
Raymond 294-21 SO.
10119
t'O!VI'ACTS·POUSfiiSG, SOLUTIO!IIS Casey
Opti<a1 Company on lomas just west Washington.
tfn
Cit:f YOl'R MESSAGE to Whom lt inrtv C<ll'lcern
\\ith nn ml in the Daily t obo's dassifieds. Deadline is
I p.rn prior to the day the ad is to be printed. Come
t•• ll I ~lollt•llo I!all.
lf11

or

po~ition

utilities. 842-1685.
10/19
UNFURN. 3-DDR house, store room, fireplace,
fenced yard, pets OK. Old Town area, $300/mo,,
$150 DO. Call277-6602 between 8·5,
I0/20
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft, ornce space across from
U NM call Larry or Dorothy 26$·9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
··oR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, 5125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry faclllties. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efnc!ency, from $230 up. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE, 243-2494. tfn
NICE IIOUSE, SHARE near UNM. $1l9/mo., V..
utilities, furniture ava!lable. Male, no smoking. 883·
0185.
10/14
IIOOMMATE WANTEU TO share 3 bdrm house
$125/mo. plus V.. utilities near Coronado Center.
884·1192 after3 p.m., non-smoker.
10/22
CLEAN, QUIET I bedroom apartment near UNM.
$170/nio. plus utilities. Terrill and Company 265·
0550.
10/22 •

#I, Greg
10/21

2. Lost & Found
I.OST A IILACK wallet on UNM campus. If found,
please return. Important papers inside. Pat 266-9625,
10120
ll•:wAnJ>, 35 111M camera lost IO/I5/82In Ortega.
877-9185.
10120
I.OST PUI'PY, VICINil"Y CoaVColumbia. Gold
with blaek murkhtgs on tail and around eyes. Wearing
red collar and nea collar. Please return. Jeannie 25S·
9610.
10/20
A SUM o•: money was found on campus. Give
amount nnd approximate location to claim,
10122
CI.AIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
1"\'PIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense llf humot. Some
genius. 242·3093.
1111
ACUI.tx WORU PlWCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3 181.
10122
IIIGif SCHOOl. STUIJt:NT wants French and
chemistry tutors, 268-5852.
10/22
1"\'PI!IIG. BEAUTI.'UL IBM. Free editing.
Guarantee A plus, Sl page doublespace Including
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, charts. Perfect
format. Edna Allcott is as close as your mailbox, 950
Cordova Road. Santa Fe. 1·982·6633. Hours 8·3.
11/1
PltOH'.SSIONAI, TYPING, lllt:DICAI, ter·
minology correctingselectric. After 6 p.m. 821·4378.
10/22
CLAijSJ('AL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
266-9291.
10/20
IIOil~f:BACK IIIUING LESSONS! !.earn how to
ride or better yourself. Experienced horse person
gi1·cs lessons in Western, Ehglish, Jumping, Driving.
Jeunelle299·92S3. •
10120
1"\'PI!IIG. REASONABLE RATES. Call Dianne881·
3542.
10/22
GUITAU LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching,
John Mitthell268·0496.
10/25
PIIOFF.SSIONAI, TYPING BY English MAl editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
10120
available. 256-09J6
24110URTYP1NG,Jean881·0628.
10/26
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S,E,
265-3315.
tfn
Ql'AI.ll"Y TYPING. LOllfAS..Tramwa~ area. 8S
cents/page. 299·1355.
12113
1"\'PIST·TERM PAPERS$.7$, Resumes. 299·8970.
10129
1"\'PING NEAR UNM. Call247·3519.
10129
PIANO, GUITAR: SPEOAI.lZING in children's
lessons. 266-9291.
10120
QA TI'PING St:RVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Te~hnical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 345·2125.
12113

( OURT (QST AO()ITiONAl
NO tHARC£ Oil OBll(iATION

FOR INITIAl CONSULTATION
W l

B ~Bid /1U 2602

J CA1111UTH IANDCNAl [, .4\\CX JATfl
lfCAl ([INIC

6. Employment
N•:ED llfANAGER FOR Lobo Women's Basketball
Team. Call Coach Hasehon at 277·2543 or Coach
Walsh at 277·3243.
10125
LOOKING FOR A job with perfect hours? Let us
train you to be a professional Bartender. Inter•
national Academy of Bartending, 5600-B Mcleod
NE. Phone 243·9358 24 hrs, Hurry, classes forming
now!.
10/25
PART·TillfE WARf:HOUSE and truck driving
work. Orrtveyard hours. Dependable person needed,
843·7537 exts. 826 and 827.
10/22
WORK PART·TIME for Bilateral Nuclear Weapons
Freeze. SIOO or more per week.243·2400, 247·9690.
10/22
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5104 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/2

ROOMMATE WANtEIJ TO share 2 b<!rm apart·
ment near Tramway NE. $135/mo. !li utilities, $100
10125
t'EllfAI.E ROOMMATE WA!VI'ED to share 2
bedroom apt., I !li blocks from UNM, security
building, vecy large, Sl70, utilities paid, 242·6405.
10/19
DO YOU WANT to buy a home with li small down
payment? Interest rates are l2V.01o and still falling.
Call Susan Beard, the university area specialist, 2563814, oral Walker-I-tinkle Realty, 268-4551.
10121
MAN WANn:o TO share home 1\ith teacher, 52,
near Candelaria· Eubank, $75 month, share utilities,
meal~. Should like dog§. 296-1268.
10/19
STUDIO, ONE BEDROOM Condos one mile from
UNM. Nicely furnished 5210 to $290 Includes

00. Prerer graduate student. ~9·P262.
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HARRY'S PLACE
(next to Lobo C.mpua Pharm8C)')

Vince
Baca
Homecoming King
Position# 5

·

lSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GJIE BIO • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT· CPA • TOEFL

,

Red Chili D_og

59¢
Natural Cut
French Fries

44¢
VIdeo Games 2 for 25¢
oller good lhru Sunday

ROLLEUSK~TES, SKATF~OARDS, RENTAL
sales- Skate City, Morningside at Central, 281·
5826.
10/22
ORAND NEW ACOUSTIC guitar, SlSO. 265·1829,
ask for Ken.
10/25
22" 10-Speed. $160, call344·2931,
10/22
WIIETlfER YOU'RE SEWNG your homemade
mcchanieal dogs or your Star Wnrs collection, Dally
Lobo classined ads get the job done.
tfn

Makers of Hahdmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOV\'N

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

-

5. ForSale

4. Housing

.....

HEI.P WANTED: MUFFLER mechanic, bring your
tools. 842·6735. S75 fee. 1900 Central SE, Central
Systems.
10120
SET YOUR OWN hours. I.PNs, nurses aids, full·
time positions. 842·6735. $75 fee. 1900 Central SE,
Central Systems,
101:20
OVEUSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All Fields. $500.
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write UC Box
52·NMI, Corllna Del Mar, CA 92625.
10/29

CLUB? MEE1"1NG7 OUGANIZATION Aclvertise in
Las Nolicias.
tfn
DEI.TA SIGMA PHI is having an informational
meeting tonight at 7 in room 253 of the Student
Union Building. All interested men are welcome.
10/19
GAY AND I.ESDIAN Student Union: Discussion of
the "coming out" process. Wednesday, October 20,
SUB 231 A·D, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
!0/20
TWO SUIIWAY STATION Concerts: Friday, Oct.
22nd. "London" - Heavy Metal Rock; Saturday,
Oct. 23rd, "Zeta Reticuli" - Electronic Music.
Admission $1 • U NM students, $2 • U of A and TVI
students, $3. General Public, 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m.,
northwest lower level, New Mexico Union. Next to
"Casa Del Sol.''
10/22
IF YOU ARE Interested in starting a new fraternity,
Delta Sigma Phi is what your looking for. Call 242·
1145 or 277·5528 for more information.
10/22

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

&:.~~-H. MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Pr~paraflon Spec!aJists
Since 1938

For. ini'Orinatton, Please Ca/1:

'265~2524.

Clatases Start Sat. ··
Prtereglstratlon

Necessary

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Slush
5 Dull finish
10 Eject
14 Demigod
15 In combat:
2words
16 Otherwise
17 Naps long
19 Weathercock
20Weapon
21 Born
22 Witnessed
23 Culls
25 Numeric
prefix
26 Castroland
30 Undertake
31 Drifts
34 Navy shout
36 Blazing
38 Aunt: Sp.
39 Overrlsklng:
· 3words
42 Spanish
cheer
43 Petty officer
44 Health: Fr.
45 Captured
47 Cardinal
49 Pome
50 Paintings

51 Tatter
53 Length unit
55 Zodiac sign
56 Harsh
61 Unfounded
62 Make impure
64 Rudiment
65 Singer Lanza
66 English
composer
67 Mariners
68 Goose
69 Fodder
DOWN
1 Boutique
2 Jacob's son
3 Lode yields
4 Haven
5 Hammer
6Chewed
7 Day: 2 words
8 Bandages
9 Celtic
10 Arduous
11 Harmonize:
3words
12 A-S serf
13 Unwanted
plant
18 Distress call
24 Cliffs

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

25 Plait
26 Fowl
27 Palate part
28 Expo or Cub
29 Rowan
31 Three: Jt.
32 Precepts
33 Falcon
35 Where
Lhasa is
37 Esoteric
40 Beckon
41 Body part

46 Varieties
48 IOU signer
51 Family car
52 Succumb
53 Haze
54 Notion
55 Dalai57 Conveyance
58 Vetch
59 Liquid
heater
60 Spool
63 Mendacity

